Microsoft 365 Migration Services
for Enterprise Organizations

Archive, PST, and Mailbox Migrations
Our bespoke migration services allow large organizations to centralize all email data in Microsoft 365.
Seamlessly transfer mailboxes and legacy archives on a ‘fixed-cost, fixed-outcome’ basis, ensuring a fast,
reliable service with zero risk.
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Mailbox Shuttle is an enterprise-class solution for
migrating live email systems quickly and safely to
Exchange and Microsoft Office 365. The solution
uses intelligent automation to minimize end-user
disruption. It is highly customizable to ensure
a seamless transition, even for more complex
enterprise-scale email environments.

Finalizing

• Review results &
report
• Decommission
system

Archive Shuttle is advanced email archive and
journal migration software, designed to quickly
and securely transfer data to Microsoft Office
365, Exchange, or other archiving systems.
It is highly customizable, allowing data to be
migrated according to business needs, and chain
of custody is preserved at all times.

Better Together
Combined mailbox and archive migrations ensure consistency across schedules, negating the need for
extensive manual oversight and reducing project steps by nearly 50%. Our customizable scripting engine
allows you to monitor the entire migration workflow from a single interface.

PST File Discovery,
Consolidation, and Migration
PST Flight Deck is the industry’s most advanced
solution for identifying, migrating and eliminating
PST files in enterprises of all sizes.
Our market-leading technology ensures all PSTs
are located, repaired, processed, and ingested
to your chosen platform, while irrelevant and
duplicate files are filtered and deleted. This whole
process is achieved while the user retains access
to their data.

5 Step
PST Process
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Tenant to Tenant Migration
Process

Powered by Microsoft Azure and Quadrotech’s
AIP technology, Cloud Commander migrates
Exchange Online data between tenants at
speeds of up to 75GB per hour.
Custom script engines and intelligent workflows
allow for the automation of complex crosstenant migrations, with support for SharePoint,
OneDrive for Business, and Microsoft Teams.

Migrate

Clean Up

See more of our reviews at g2.com

About Quadrotech.
Quadrotech takes organizations to and through the cloud, delivering speed, stability,
and control when you need it most.
With a fixed price, fixed outcome approach, our managed migration services are
efficient and predictable, so you know exactly what you’re getting when you take off.
Because transformation doesn’t stop once you’re in the cloud, our lightning-fast tenant
to tenant migration tool can relocate, consolidate or migrate tenants at record speeds,
enabling your infrastructure to grow and adapt as quickly as you do.
In the cloud, we provide you with the control you need for ongoing success. Get
an unobstructed view of your environment, with our comprehensive management
platform made up of highly integrated services for adoption, automation, delegation,
management and full visibility. Take back control,
with the ability to ‘see’ and ‘do’ in one interface, whether you have one tenant or
hundreds.
Quadrotech is a global ISV and gold managed Microsoft partner providing solutions
that migrate, monitor, manage, and secure Microsoft 365 tenants and the data within
them. We are dedicated to helping you grow revenue, reduce risk, and improve profits
of your Office 365 services practice. Contact us to discuss your solution needs and see
why more partners choose to work with Quadrotech in delivering Office 365 value-add
solutions.
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